This research addresses the use of dual-polarimetric descriptors for automatic large-scale ship detection and characterization from synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data. Ship detection is usually performed independently on each polarization channel and the detection results are merged subsequently. In this study, we propose to make use of the complex coherence between the two polarization channels of Sentinel-1 and to perform vessel detection in this domain. Therefore, an automatic algorithm, based on the dual-polarization coherence, and applicable to entire large scale SAR scenes in a timely manner, is developed. Automatic identification system (AIS) data are used for an extensive and also large scale cross-comparison with the SAR-based detections. The comparative assessment allows us to evaluate the added-value of the dual-polarization complex coherence, with respect to SAR intensity images in ship detection, as well as the SAR detection performances depending on a vessel's size. The proposed methodology is justified statistically and tested on Sentinel-1 data acquired over two different and contrasting, in terms of traffic conditions, areas: the English Channel the and Pacific coastline of Mexico. The results indicate a very high SAR detection rate, i.e., >80%, for vessels larger than 60 m and a decrease of detection rate up to 40% for smaller size vessels. In addition, the analysis highlights many SAR detections without corresponding AIS positions, indicating the complementarity of SAR with respect to cooperative sources for detecting dark vessels.
Introduction
Nowadays, over 80% of the world's trade is carried out by vessels navigating daily across the globe [1] . Therefore, the security and safety of maritime transportation is essential to ensure the international shipping of goods. At the same time, the maritime traffic is threatened by piracy attacks and other illegal activities such as drug trafficking, unreported and unregulated fishing or illegal immigration. In this context, maritime surveillance (MS), defined as the ability to monitor multiple sea activities, ranging from safe and secure transportation to illegal fishery, piracy or embargo breaches, permits us to create a comprehensive awareness of the maritime domain. MS is usually made possible by integrating information extracted from various data sources including space-based configuration. Vessels imaged by such sensors, present distinctive polarization signatures, i.e., different backscattering values depending on the polarization channel. The complex Sentinel-1 images can lead to different polarimetric parameters that are of interest for SAR-based ship detection. For instance, in [31] the polarimetric Notch filter [32] is adapted for the dual-polarization case which is well suited for processing the data generated by Sentinel-1. Other studies [33, 34] , apply a thresholding operation on the coherence between co-and cross-polarization channels in order to detect the vessels. In addition, the polarimetric diversity has demonstrated its effectiveness in ship detection through several algorithms based on full (quad) polarimetric SAR data [35] [36] [37] . Such algorithms allow us to detect vessels in complex clutter scenarios, while reducing the number of false alarms with respect to single polarization based algorithms.
The high revisit time of Sentinel-1 provides access to large collections of SAR data. Large datasets are necessary to perform a comprehensive analysis of SAR-based detection capabilities and performances. Such an analysis is performed in [22, 38] by using SAR images acquired by different sensors including Sentinel-1, but also Radarsat-2 and CSK, together with AIS data flows as ground truth. A large number of Sentinel-1 images (more than 10,000) is employed in [39] for performing a SAR-AIS cross-comparison study over the Mediterranean sea. Another study that makes use of the large Sentinel-1 dataset in order to create a benchmarking SAR-AIS dataset is presented in [40] .
In this paper, we address two main research objectives: (i) to develop a new detection algorithm based on the dual polarimetric coherence and (ii) to evaluate the detection performances as a function of the vessels size, at a large scale. Therefore, the developed method exploits the particular characteristics of Sentinel-1, namely the dual polarization capability and the systematic acquisition of images. First, we propose to use the polarimetric complex coherence between the co-and cross-channel, instead of the intensity, to perform vessel detection. Although the capability to detect vessels in the dual polarization coherence domain has been demonstrated in previous studies [34, 41] , this feature has not been used so far in automatic detection chains, processing large datasets systematically and in a timely manner. Generally, automatic processing algorithms require us to perform the detection over an entire SAR frame, that usually covers large geographical areas. For instance, Sentinel-1 images acquired in the Interferometric Wide Swath (IW) mode, representing the most relevant mode for the MS domain, cover a 250 km swath area. Moreover, the spatial resolution of single look complex (SLC) images is 5 m × 20 m (range × azimuth), resulting in images of large size. Even if such large size Sentinel-1 images are associated with complex computational resources, in this study we aim to demonstrate that processing the dual-polarization complex data for ship detection is efficiend and worth. In this framework, we propose a dual-polarization coherence-based detection algorithm that can be applied to large scale SAR scenes. Our first assumption is that the ratio between the vessel signatures and the sea clutter presents high values in the coherence domain, thereby enabling a detection of vessels by applying a thresholding operation. We propose to employ the non-normalized coherence which is affected by the attenuation due to the scene-antenna distance. Therefore, for an entire SAR scene, the values of the coherence for both vessels and sea clutter vary with the range of the incidence angle, decreasing across each SAR swath from near to far range. In order to cope with this effect, we then define an adaptive threshold value for each SAR image sub-swath (i.e., three for the IW mode of Sentinel-1) in order to detect the vessels. This allows adapting the selection of the threshold as the dual-polarization coherence varies with the incidence angle and, therefore, perform a more reliable detection. The proposed algorithm can be implemented for near real time (NRT) scenarios by making use of ESA's Thematic Exploitation Platforms (TEPs) [42] or the European Commission's Data and Informaton Access Service (DIAS) [43] . As a second research objective, we perform an quantitative and qualitative analysis of the dual-polarization-based ship detection and cross-compare it with SAR intensity-based results and AIS data flows. This comparison allows us to investigate the performances of dual-polarization-based algorithm with respect to the intensity-based detections and to the vessel's size extracted from AIS data, for a large number of targets. The analysis of the experimental results is drawn from two case studies containing datasets acquired over two different geographical areas.
The first one focuses on the English Channel, as an example of a dense maritime traffic area, while the second one focuses on the Mexican marine areas, containing both dense and sparse maritime traffic with reduced AIS monitoring.
The paper is organized in four parts: Section 2 presents the theoretical aspects. Section 3 describes the employed datasets and presents the experimental results. Section 4 contains an extended discussion of the experimental analysis. Finally, Section 5 gives the conclusions.
Materials and Methods

Sentinel-1 Dual-Polarization Characteristics
The Sentinel-1 mission, developed under the Copernicus Programme, is a constellation of two satellites (A and B units) each carrying an imaging C-band SAR sensor that acquires systematically dual-polarization data. Dual polarization SAR sensors transmit one single but selectable polarization (horizontal H or vertical V) and receive simultaneously both the transmitted polarization and its orthogonal counterpart [44, 45] . For the Sentinel-1 sensor, two linear polarization cases were considered: vertical transmission with vertical and horizontal reception (VV-VH) and horizontal transmission with horizontal and vertical reception (HH-HV). The default polarimetric combination for Sentinel-1 images acquired over areas of maritime interest is (VV-VH). This combination was considered in the algorithms and experimental analysis presented in this study. As demonstrated in the scientific literature [37, 46] , for SAR incidence angles in the range of 30 • to 45 • which are characteristic for Sentinel-1 IW, vessels generally exhibited higher backscattering values in the co-polarization channel (VV), while in the cross-polarization channel (VH) the backscattering values were lower. However, in the VH channel, the sea clutter, being comparable to the instrument noise floor, was typically characterized by very low energy values in comparison with the VV channel [47, 48] . Therefore, the signal to clutter ratio of the VH channel presents higher values than the one of the VV channel, making the former channel theoretically better suited for vessel detection.
Another valuable characteristic of SAR data for ship detection and characterization is the phase information that can be extracted from SLC images. For the vessel signatures, as well as for the sea clutter, the phase values provided supplementary backscattering information with respect to the one contained in the amplitude. The phase information was able to retain the features that characterize the backscatter originating from the vessel's motions and its interaction with the surrounding sea. The scattering of vessels was a complex mechanism that included double-bounce scattering originating from metallic structures and multiple reflections between the sea and the targets [49] [50] [51] . Moreover, such mechanisms present different behaviours depending on the SAR polarization. For instance, the co-polarization channel was influenced mostly by the double bounce effect while the cross-polarization channel is more sensitive to the multiple-bounce. Therefore, the complex co-and cross-polarization SAR vessel signatures provide complementary information, thereby enabling for a more complete characterization of a target.
Dual-Polarization Ship Detection Algorithm
In order to benefit from the dual-polarization characteristics we propose to merge the complex coand cross-polarization channels for an improved vessel detection from SAR imagery. The availability of complex dual-polarization data allows us to extract different polarimetric features (e.g., coherence, eigenvalue decompositions, etc.) based on the elements of covariance matrix. For the dual-polarization basis (VV-VH), the 2 × 2 Hermitian covariance matrix is defined as follows:
where < · > represents the ensemble average function and * the complex conjugate. S VV and S V H denote the dual-polarization complex SAR images. The ensemble average is usually estimated over a sliding window (average kernel) of a size equal to k × k pixels. The complex off-diagonal element, denoted in this study as the non-normalized coherence, is defined as the channel correlation among the co-and cross-polarization images given in Equation (2) [52] . This study makes use of the coherence magnitude as indicated in Equation (2) .
As demonstrated in [41] , C un−norm VV−V H allows to measure the reflection symmetry of the SAR scene. Under the hypothesis that the sea clutter is a natural distributed target, i.e., reflection symmetric target, the expected values of C un−norm VV−V H for this class are very low. On the contrary, for man-made structures such as vessels, the assumption of reflection symmetry is no longer valid and this results in values of C un−norm VV−V H significantly higher to those of the sea clutter. Under these circumstances, the C un−norm VV−V H presents a high target-to-clutter ratio with respect to the individual intensity channels, and is consequently suited for the detection of vessels as denoted in [34, 41] for the reflection symmetry approach. As demonstrated in the scientific literature, the dual-polarization coherence presents high values of the ratio between the targets and the sea clutter making a thresholding operation in this domain suitable for detecting the vessels. Based on these considerations, in this study, we propose to extend the dual-polarization coherence thresholding technique in order to reduce its dependency on the incidence angle and to make it suitable for large swath width SAR images. To this end, we propose to apply an adaptive threshold to C un−norm VV−V H by considering the variability of the incidence angle. In practice, SAR SLC images are constituted of 2D arrays of a size superior to 10,000 pixels in both dimensions, i.e., azimuth and range. For such large scenes, the values of C un−norm VV−V H change gradually in the range direction as a consequence of the incidence angle characteristics, as observed in Figure 1 . The SAR backscattering exhibits variations depending on the near to far range of incidence angle and normalization operations considering the incidence angle values are necessary for different applications, including also oceanographic ones [53, 54] . In this study, we detected the vessels by thresholding the values of C un−norm VV−V H . In order to consider the variations of C un−norm VV−V H we proposed to apply an adaptive thresholding approach that defines the threshold values at a local level depending on the range values of the incidence angle. The ScanSAR mode, which is widely used for maritime surveillance due to its capabilities of covering large areas (from 100 km up to 500 km), is characterized by narrow incidence angle ranges for each image sub-swath. The Sentinel-1 terrain observation with progressive scans SAR (TOPSAR) acquisition mode captures three image sub-swath for IW images and five image sub-swath for extra wide swath (EW) images with variations of up to 5 • of the incidence angle per swath. In this study, we assumed that the variations of C un−norm VV−V H over the sea clutter remained constant for each image sub-swath. Therefore, a threshold value T was defined for each image sub-swath as a function of the C un−norm VV−V H first and second order statistics (i.e., mean and variance) over the sea clutter areas. Therefore, the dual polarization-based detector is defined as follows:
where i swath and j swath represent the pixel indexes for each image sub-swath, µ sea−clutter swath and σ sea−clutter swath are the sea clutter mean and variance. As indicated previously, the objective of this work is to define an operational vessel detection algorithm, based on C un−norm VV−V H , enabling the processing of large swath width SAR images in a timely manner. As detailed in Section 1, many research efforts have focused on adapting to the statistics of the SAR images intensity sea clutter to optimize vessel detection, considering for instance: Rayleigh or gamma pdfs, K-distribution pdf or generalized gamma pdf. In case of homogeneous areas, SAR image statistics are governed by the Gaussian pdf, and the variance of the data is fully explained by the multiplicative speckle noise model [55] . Nevertheless, in the presence of data texture or heterogeneous areas, as it may happen in sea surfaces [56] , the multiplicative speckle noise model was unable to account for the increase in the data variability, especially in terms of longer pdf tails, so more complex statistical models need to be considered [57] . In addition to this consideration of more complex statistical models, in our case, we need to adapt to the statistics of C un−norm VV−V H , and not to the intensity statistics. The statistics of the complex covariance matrix are difficult to obtain, even under the Gaussian scattering assumption [58, 59] . Consequently, to consider complex statistics in terms of the covariance matrix, and specifically in terms of C un−norm VV−V H , would add a large computational burden which would be not acceptable when addressing an operational processing of large SAR images in a timely manner. Despite this complexity, we considered it necessary to adapt to this variability. Hence we proposed to define the threshold values of each sub-swath as follows:
(4)
In the case of Gaussian statistics, i.e., Rayleigh pdf for SAR images amplitude and Gamma pdf for the intensity, f is usually set to three to account for 99.7% of the sea clutter. However, we propose to increase this factor to a value comprised between 6 and 12 to account for the excess of variability not explained by the Gaussian scattering assumption. Larger values of f could be foreseen in cases with extreme sea state. The simplicity of the thresholding process makes it possible to process large SAR images in a timely manner. Figure 1 shows the difference in ship detection performance with or without adapting the threshold value to the local image swath. We can notice that if we applied a global threshold there are many false detections, especially in the near range part of the SAR image, as the values of the coherence for both vessels and sea clutter, vary with the range of the incidence angle. However, if we considered the proposed adaptive threshold, we can observe that the false detections were removed. Following the detection step, all the pixels that satisfy the thresholding condition are afterwards clustered into target-objects by considering the spatial resolution of the SAR images and the maximum and minimum possible sizes of a vessel. As described in [7] , the clustering algorithms employed in vessel detection chains include thresholding approaches followed by a cluster growing procedure, morphological-based operations or target extractions that fit a Gaussian profile. In this study, we propose to apply a segmentation technique based on the k-nearest neighbours that allows clustering the detected pixels into objects. The minimum number of pixels per object was set to five and objects smaller than this size are considered as sea clutter. The maximum number of pixels per object was equal to the size in pixels of the world's longest ship in service (i.e., 450 m). Since the signature of a vessel depends on its structure and its orientation with respect to the SAR sensor, it can be represented as a fractured object which cannot be completely clustered by the segmentation. Therefore, a dilation filter is applied subsequently to the segmentation in order to regroup clusters corresponding to the same object. The entire procedure of the proposed dual-polarization detector is summarized in the pseudo-code described in Algorithm 1. 10 SAR vessels (lon, lat) = Cluster(V detected , SAR metadata ); 11 return SAR vessels (lon, lat);
SAR and AIS Data Comparison
In order to assess the effectiveness of ship SAR-based detections, the identified targets are compared with vessel positions extracted from AIS data flows. The AIS data was collected from databases containing messages acquired by both terrestrial stations and SAT-AIS systems. Even if, according to the the International Convention for Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS), it is required that all ships exceeding 300 tons engaged on international voyages, cargo ships of 500 tons and above not engaged on international voyages and all passenger ships were required to carry AIS transponders [60] , not all existing vessels were monitored by AIS systems. In addition, AIS systems can present communication losses due to the physical limitations of their components, such as very high frequency (VHF) propagation losses or multipath effects of the signal reception. Due to these limitations, in this study we considered the AIS information as a cross-comparison datatest for the evaluation of SAR-based vessel detection results, and not as a complete ground-truth dataset.
In general, AIS transponders broadcast the position of the vessel at different time intervals ranging from two seconds for fast manoeuvring targets, to three minutes for anchored vessels [61] . However, for different scenarios including deliberate partial switch of the AIS transponder or surveillance of areas out of the reception range of terrestrial antennas, the time span between the reception of two AIS positions can be higher than three minutes. Therefore, for low frequency AIS data flows, it is not necessarly possible to extract the AIS positions at the specific SAR image acquisition time. In order to overcome this limitation and to compare SAR and AIS datasets it is necessary to first interpolate the AIS positions [22] . In case the SAR acquisition time lies between two AIS positions close in time (few seconds) a linear interpolation was sufficient while for larger gaps between the AIS positions a more complex interpolation procedure is desirable [62] .
In this study, for each area of interest corresponding to the SAR image coverage, we extract the AIS ship positions for a time range of ±X minutes with respect to the SAR acquisition time, denoted hereafter t SAR . The values of X may vary for instance, from 15 min to one or even two hours depending on the traffic density or the number of terrestrial antennas in the area of interest. Under normal conditions, we receive more than one AIS position per ship during this 2 × X minutes time interval. However, as mentioned before, not all the ships are able to report AIS messages in a very short 2 × X minutes time interval (e.g., X ≤ 1 min). To overcome this difference, all AIS positions were interpolated in order to predict the position at t SAR . In this context, the following procedure is proposed. First, trajectories were extracted for ships that reported more than one position before and after t SAR , under the assumption of constant speed and heading. The closest position to t SAR from the AIS trajectory is retained for each unique vessel identified by its Maritime Mobile Service Identity (MMSI) series. The heading and speed computed between the consecutive positions for each trajectory are compared with the AIS heading and speed and heading provided by the metadata reports. If the compared numbers are similar enough, the interpolation process continues for all points and the interpolated positions corresponding to t SAR are retained for each vessel. In addition, we take into account the following two cases. For the first one, we consider that the reported positions have all timestamps before t SAR and assume that speed and heading are constant. Therefore, the ship position is predicted for a time interval equalling the difference in seconds between t SAR and the latest AIS position timestamp. For the second case, we considered that the timestamps of the AIS reported positions are after t SAR . The ship's speed is considered constant and the heading to be applied is in the opposite direction of the one from the AIS report. The position is then re-projected for a time interval equal to the difference in seconds between both t SAR and the latest AIS position timestamp. The interpolation procedure is summarized pseudocode described in Algorithm 2.
The projected AIS positions are compared with SAR detections using an iterative methodology based on minimizing the Euclidean distance between all AIS and SAR target combinations. Several values have been considered for the maximum tolerable distance between SAR and AIS ranging from 500 m to 2 km. Closer distances increase the confidence of having a SAR-AIS matching target. For instance, in areas of dense maritime traffic, if the distance was too large, closely located vessels might be wrongly matched. For this cases, if the distance exceeds 2 km, the SAR-AIS matches are not considered reliable and therefore discarded. The non-matched AIS positions were considered as under-detections in the following analysis while the non-matched SAR targets belong to one of the following two classes: vessels that did not emit AIS messages but are present in the SAR images (dark vessels) and SAR false alarms, i.e., vessel-like SAR objects such as small rocks or noise related ambiguities. 
Results
Sentinel-1 and AIS Datasets, Benchmarking Methods
For the experimental results, we analyze two case studies making use of two different AIS-SAR datasets acquired over the English Channel and the Pacific Mexican marine areas. The SAR dataset is composed of Sentinel-1 images in the interferometric wide swath (IW) mode, which is the main Sentinel-1 mode to acquire data in areas of MS interest. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the Sentinel-1 images for both case studies. Single Look Complex (SLC) products with a spatial resolution rg × az of approximately 5 × 20 m have been considered in order to assess the ship signatures at the sensor's full resolution. The corresponding polarization channels are VV and VH. First, the dual-polarization algorithm described in Section 2.2 was applied to the Sentinel-1 datasets in order to carry out the SAR-based ship detection. In order to estimate the values of C un−norm VV−V H we have employed a sliding window with a size of k × k pixels, testing different values for k ranging from 3 to 15 pixels. Based on a visual analysis of several targets of different sizes we found that the optimal value allowing to preserve small size targets while reducing the noise at the given pixel size of Sentinel-1 IW SLC images, was 5 pixels and was further utilized in this study.
In addition to the C un−norm VV−V H -based detector, we also make use of the constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detector as a state-of-the-art method for performing the ship detection from VV and VH Sentinel-1 intensity images, I VV and I V H . The CFAR applied to intensity images is widely used in operational chains and was used as benchmarking method for our proposed dual-polarization based algorithm that aims in a similar way to process SAR images systematically and rapidly. The detector employed to this end, was a cell-averaging CFAR based on the Gaussian distribution. As a brief reminder, the CFAR algorithm compares pixels from a target cell within a sliding window, i.e., pixels under test p test , to a threshold depending on the statistics of the surrounding area, i.e., background cell p background . The threshold values are determined by considering the statistics in the background cell and the corresponding probability density function (PDF) for a desired probability of false alarm (PFA) defined as follows:
where x ranges within the possible values of p test . Once the values of τ are estimated by considering the Gaussian distribution and a given PFA, the detector is defined as a two-parameter CFAR:
where, µ background and σ background represent the statistical parameters of the background area, mean and respectively standard deviation. In order to respect the Gaussian distribution assumption, the VV and VH intensity image are multi-looked considering 4 × 1 looks (rg × az). For the Sentinel-1 IW images this resulted in a spatial resolution of 20 m in both range and azimuth directions. For the experimental results presented in this study we have set the PFA value to 10 −5 for both VV and VH intensity channels. The two benchmarking methods are denoted in the following as CFAR I VV and I V H . The AIS positions were extracted from AIS dataflows gathered from terrestrial AIS base station networks, as well as from satellite AIS (SAT-AIS) systems. The access to the AIS data has been provided by LuxSpace, which is the Luxembourgish industrial partner in the project that supports this study. We have compiled two AIS datasets in order to analyze the two different test cases. The first one focused on the English Channel area characterized by a very dense maritime traffic. Figure 2a Figure 2b . Due to a relatively sparse maritime traffic and a lack of AIS terrestrial stations, the corresponding AIS data were extracted within a time interval of two hours (X = 60 min). For both datasets, more than one Sentinel-1 image acquired at a different time can can correspond to a single SAR frame illustrated in Figure 2 . The experimental results were carried out using a computer with a processor i7-6800K CPU of 3.40 GHz and a memory of 64 GB. In order to process a Sentinel-1 IW image, acquired over the English Channel and containing about 200 targets, the detection algorithm took about 7 minutes for the CFAR detector that handled a GRD image of 24,720 × 12,599 (range × azimuth) pixels and about 10 minutes for the proposed detector computing the un-normalized coherence considering a SLC image of 69,009 × 13,122 (range × azimuth) pixels.
English Channel Test Case
In order to characterize the benefits of using a C un−norm VV−V H -based technique for ship detection, a statistical analysis with a large number of targets is required. To this end, the detector described in Section 2.2 has been applied to a set of 10 S1 IW images corresponding to the English Channel test case. As mentioned in the previous section, a conventional CFAR detector has been applied to the I VV and I V H intensity channels of the corresponding intensity data, as a benchmarking method. Figure 3a presents the qualitative detection results obtained by applying the C un−norm VV−V H -based and the CFAR I V H detectors to a selected Sentinel-1 image. In order to simplify the understanding of the presented analysis, the detection results issued from CFAR I VV are not shown in this example. The targets detected by both SAR methods represent vessels of sizes that range from small, composed of few pixels, to large, composed of many pixels with a clear signature. These targets were also characterized by backscattering values that are significantly higher than those of the sea clutter, as is illustrated in the examples shown in the right column of Figure 3b . We may also notice that the number of vessels detected by the C un−norm VV−V H -based detector is lower than for CFAR I V H . A visual analysis of the results indicates that the additional vessels detected by CFAR I V H correspond to very small size objects (2 pixels) with low backscattering values, as it is illustrated for the signatures shown in the left column of Figure 3b . These targets can correspond to one of the following: (i) clutter-related false alarms and (ii) small-size vessels with very low backscattering values in the VV channel and implicitly of C un−norm VV−V H . As mentioned in the previous sections, a partial validation of these targets and of all SAR detection results can be performed by using AIS data. To this end, SAR detection results were cross-compared with AIS data flows in order to evaluate the SAR detection performances and also to assess the level of correlation and complementarity between non-cooperative and cooperative MS data sources. To this end, we have employed AIS vessel positions that were interpolated as described in Section 2.3. An iterative approach minimizing the distance between the SAR and AIS positions was employed in order to enable a meaningful comparison. The maximum tolerable distance between the SAR and AIS positions was two kilometres. Figure 4 gives the distribution of the AIS-SAR matching distance corresponding to the targets considered as matched for the English Channel case study. We can notice that half of the total number of targets were matched with a matching distance inferior to 500 m. We can notice that for distances ranging from 500 m to 2 km the number of AIS-SAR matched targets was decreasing. There were a considerable number of targets that were matched with a distance of about 1 km. This distance can be justified by the AIS interpolation inaccuracies due to missing information about the vessel speed. In addition, moving vessels were affected by a SAR Doppler shift that can also introduce inaccuracies in the AIS-SAR matching procedure, since the SAR targets were displaced from their original positions. For instance, vessels moving with about 15 knots can be displaced by about 700 m, resulting therefore in matching distances close to 1 km. Since the vessel's speed cannot be extracted from SAR images at a large scale and the AIS vessel speed information is not always available in our dataset, for this study the correction of the SAR shift is not carried out.
The number of AIS-SAR targets matched with a distance close to 2 km is very low, i.e., less than 5% of the total number of targets. These targets were associated with vessels for which the AIS messages cannot be accurately interpolated at the SAR acquisition time, e.g., a sparse number of AIS messages are available only before or after the SAR acquisition time. VV−V H has low values, presumably due to the fact that the VV vessel signature was mixed with the sea clutter. These first results indicate that the detection performances were similar for the two SAR methods except for small size vessel, for which the CFAR I V H performed better. However, if we compare the number of SAR over-detections for both methodologies we observe that the number of detected targets for C un−norm VV−V H (16) was lower than for the CFAR I V H (37) . A visual analysis of these targets shows that the C un−norm VV−V H over-detections are also detected by CFAR I V H and the majority of their signatures are similar to vessels of different sizes that were validated by the AIS. The over-detections corresponding only to CFAR I V H were small size objects of 1-2 pixels, with very low backscattering values, similar to those of the sea clutter. We argue that these correspond to false alarms rather than to dark vessels. The visual analysis confirms that at least half of the additional CFAR I V H detections corresponded to false alarms due to the clutter noise and land ambiguities generated by land structures located near the coastline. A similar analysis is carried out for two more images of the English Channel dataset and two additional images from the Mexico dataset. The results presented similarities with the ones obtained from the analysis of the image presented in Figure 3 , thereby allowing to conclude with some certainty that the C un−norm VV−V H helps in reducing the number of SAR over-detections. Thus, even if, on the one hand, the coherence seemed to have some difficulty in detecting small vessels, with a size close to the spatial resolution of the SAR sensors, on the other hand, it seems to be more robust with respect to false alarms. From this analysis, we could argue that for images with a higher spatial resolution, the coherence-based detectors could perform the best. Moreover, although the CFAR I V H detected small vessels better than C un−norm VV−V H , its reliability was low given the comparatively high amount of false alarms. This analysis indicates that the proposed algorithm permitted us to reduce the false alarm rate which is a parameter of high importance for automatic detection chains employed in operational applications. For instance, having a high reliability for the detected ships while reducing the number of false positives allows to have a high confidence in the automatic detection performances and might reduce the human supervision of the results. Such detection chains were of interest for a systematic and automatic monitoring of the maritime traffic that does not require human intervention. Our approach provided a low number of false alarms and was robust and reliable for vessels of a size larger than the spatial resolution of the SAR image. However, if the monitoring applications were interested in vessels, with a size close to the spatial resolution of the SAR image, there was a risk not to detect them by the dual-polarization detector, triggering a number false negatives. The detection of such vessels, when possible, implies also a high number of false alarms and requires a visual inspection of the results with a certain cost for the operational applications. Figure 5 presents jointly the SAR C un−norm VV−V H -based detections and the AIS positions for the entire English Channel dataset. The vessel positions are extracted at different time instants corresponding to the acquisition time of the 10 Sentinel-1 SAR images. Despite the different acquisition times of the SAR images, the overlapping Sentinel-1 frames contained a sufficiently high number of targets to allow for a characterization of the maritime traffic in the English Channel area. We can observe that the dense traffic, characteristic to this area, was confirmed by both the SAR detections, as well as by the AIS positions. We can also notice that there was a strong agreement between the AIS and SAR positions for the majority of the zones. For instance, the main maritime routes characterizing the inward and outward-bound English Channel traffic, showed a strong AIS-SAR correlation. In order to analyze in more detail the AIS-SAR matching we have computed the SAR probability of detection by considering the AIS data as ground truth. Table 2 gives the number of targets resulting from the AIS-SAR matching. We can notice that more than 70% of the AIS positions have been matched with the SAR targets. The non-matched AIS targets were mostly due to the small size of the vessels (smaller than 20 m) that are hardly or not at all visible in the SAR images due to the limitations caused by the spatial resolution. When applying C un−norm VV−V H -based technique, the SAR and AIS matched targets represented about 60% of the total number of SAR detections. The nearly 40% SAR targets with no AIS positions correspond either to dark vessels or to false alarms generated by the sea clutter. A detailed discussion about the SAR unmatched targets resulting from C un−norm VV−V H as well as from the I VV and I V H images, will be provided in the next section. In the following we assess the statistics issued from the AIS-SAR matched targets. Figure 6a shows the distribution of the vessel length which was extracted from the AIS data flows. This information was of high importance in order to determine which vessel types can be detected from Sentinel-1 imagery. Figure 6b gives the probability of detection as a function of the AIS vessel length. We may notice that for vessels of a size larger than 60-70 m, the detection rate presented high values, that exceeded 80%, for both the C un−norm VV−V H -based detections as well as for the CFAR I VV and I V H results. We can notice that for vessels of sizes ranging from 100 to 200 m, the three probability of detection curves were not completely superposed. The small differences were due to the input parametrization and thresholding definition that are different for each one of the three SAR detectors. The fact that the probability of detection did not equal 100% for large size vessels is due to AIS-SAR matching inaccuracies that cannot be avoided in areas with dense traffic, such as the English Channel. Even though such scenarios rarely occur when considering this case study's maximum matching AIS-SAR distance of two kilometres, the probability of detection can be significantly affected by matching inaccuracies when only a limited number of vessels is available for a given size range. We can notice that for smaller size vessels, the probability of detection was decreasing. Generally, small size vessels were more difficult to be detected as they represent only a few pixels due to the SAR spatial resolution limitations but also to the position of the target with respect to the line of sight of the SAR sensor. For small size vessels, CFAR I V H gives the best performances, while the coherence-based performance measures are lower and similar to those given by CFAR I VV , although as discussed before, the CFAR detector was more sensitive to false alarms. This first result indicates the limitations of using the joint information of VV and VH with respect to the VH channel for the detection of small size vessels. A more detailed discussion aiming to further investigate the C un−norm VV−V H -based detection capabilities by addressing some specific examples will be presented in Section 4.
(a) (b) Figure 6 . Statistical analysis of the detection performances derived for 1400 vessels extracted from 10 SAR images and the corresponding AIS data flow: (a) AIS vessel length distribution; (b) probability of detection as a function of polarization and vessel length. Figure 7 presents the qualitative cross comparison of the AIS positions and SAR-based detections for the Mexico test case. We notice that with respect the English Channel case study, the traffic in the Mexican open sea areas was characterized by a lower number of vessels. The total number of interpolated AIS messages for this case study was equal to 60, including mostly large sized vessels and a few small-sized ones. The overall size of the small vessels belonging to this dataset was 30 m and the corresponding types are tug and sailing vessels. Therefore, hypothetically speaking, all the AIS vessels corresponding to this dataset could be also detected in the SAR images, since their sizes were larger than the Sentinel-1 IW SLC spatial resolution. The hypothesis is proven by the experimental results: all the AIS vessels presenting a match in the SAR-based detections are depicted in Figure 7 (SAR detection rate = 100%). As illustrated in Figure 7 , the Mexico dataset overall presents a high agreement between the AIS and SAR positions that corresponds mainly to large sized vessels navigating towards the Panama Channel. Table 2 presents the number of AIS and SAR targets issued from their cross-comparison. We can notice that the percentage of SAR detections with no corresponding AIS positions was lower than for the English Channel case study. In addition, we have made a visual inspection confirming that the 12 vessels detected by the coherence (over-detections) were in fact no false alarms but correspond to dark vessels or vessels that were not required to carry an AIS transponder. In the following section, different cases illustrating the vessel signatures of SAR unmatched targets are presented in order to have a better understanding of the global rate of the SAR detections. 
Mexico Test Case
Discussion
A first analysis of the experimental results of this study has been introduced in the previous section. The SAR detection rates have been evaluated by assuming the AIS positions as ground truth. Even if, as mentioned in Section 2.3, the AIS datasets can present gaps and therefore do not cover the entire maritime traffic, a sufficient number of AIS positions is available to enable the characterization of the SAR detection probability of the AIS-SAR matched vessels. In order to complement this analysis and under the assumption that there are uncooperative vessels in our areas of interest, in the following, we investigate the SAR detections with no corresponding AIS positions, i.e., SAR over-detections, through a comparison of the coherence-and intensity-SAR-based detection results. Moreover, the SAR vessel signatures with no corresponding AIS are compared to those of the targets with an AIS match in order to be able not to consider them as false alarms. Table 2 gives the number of the targets resulting from the AIS-SAR matching procedure that are assigned to three different classes: AIS-SAR matches, AIS with no SAR detections and SAR with no AIS corresponding positions. We notice that for the English Channel case study, about 40% of the total number of the C un−norm VV−V H -based detections do not have corresponding AIS positions, while for the Mexico case study the percentage of unmatched SAR detections is approximately 20%. The Mexico test case is located in open sea areas where the vessel density is low and composed of large size targets that can be usually monitored reliably by AIS systems. However, the limitations of AIS systems such as low coverage of open sea areas by the terrestrial stations or message collision/saturation for SAT-AIS along with the presence of dark vessels without active AIS transponders, can explain the non-matched SAR targets for both the Mexico and English Channel cases. Figure 8 illustrates the SAR ship signatures of six targets corresponding to C un−norm VV−V H , I VV and I V H images. Two targets are matched with AIS positions, the first one is a large sized cargo while the second one is a small sized sailing vessel. For all SAR images, we notice that the cargo is associated with a SAR signature comprised of several pixels with high backscattering values. In contrast, the sailing vessel is characterized by a SAR signature composed of a reduced number of pixels with lower backscattering values. The signatures corresponding to C un−norm VV−V H present a larger amount of pixels due to the fact that an averaging sliding window is employed to estimate the dual-polarization coherence. The vessel signatures are characterized by high values of C un−norm VV−V H , demonstrating that metallic targets are coherent between the two polarization channels, while the values of C un−norm VV−V H for sea clutter, considered as a symmetric environment, tend to be low. This result is validated for both large-and small-sized SAR vessel signatures that present AIS matches. The other four SAR targets represented in Figure 8 (T3, T4, T5 and T6) do not have an AIS matching position. However, we can notice that their associated SAR signatures present important similarities with those of the targets matched with AIS positions. For instance, the signature of T4 is similar to the ones of a large size vessel. Moreover, T4 has been identified by all SAR-based detection methodologies. In general, the fact of not having an AIS matching position can be due to the following scenarios: (i) the vessel is located in a very dense traffic area where collisions of AIS messages may occur, e.g., English channel case study, (ii) the area where the vessel is located is not covered by AIS terrestrial stations and the reception of SAT-AIS messages is limited, and (iii) it is a dark vessel that did not broadcast its position during the time range centred on SAR acquisition time. Analogous, T3, T5 and T6 present similar SAR signatures with those of T2, which is a small sized sailing vessel. T3 is detected in the C un−norm VV−V H domain as well as in the I V H image but not in the I VV image. The latter, i.e. co-polarization channel, is more sensitive to the sea clutter and therefore, the signatures of small sized targets are impacted by the clutter and become hardly distinguishable. However, even if the VV signature is more hard to be detected, its correlation with the VH channel remains valid as it can be observed from the coherence signature which presents a high C un−norm VV−V H value. The sea-clutter is rarely represented with such high values of C un−norm VV−V H , e.g., very high sea state. Therefore, in such scenarios C un−norm VV−V H facilitates the detection of small sized targets. The same aspect is demonstrated for T5 which presents a more important C un−norm VV−V H signature with respect to the VV and VH intensities. T6 illustrates a target that is visible only in the VH intensity channel, the VV signature being completely similar with the one of sea clutter and therefore not distinguishable in this domain. Based on the assessment of the examples given in Figure 8 , which present illustratively a part of our analysis of the SAR vessel signatures, we conclude that for medium and large sized vessels (i.e., >100 m) the C un−norm VV−V H method and the I VV and I V H give similar detection performances. For small size targets, I V H allows to detect more small size vessels with the drawback of having a high rate of alarms. However, as indicated in Section 3.2, the I V H domain is also influenced by larger number of SAR over-detections with respect to C un−norm VV−V H . Table 3 gives the total number of detections for each SAR methodology and the result of their intersection. We can notice that the intersection provides the lowest number of SAR detected targets. As indicated in previous example (Figure 8 ), the targets detected by all three SAR methodologies present a very high reliability of corresponding to vessels, even when AIS data is not available. The total number of SAR targets detected by the three methodologies, i.e., SAR intersection set, is superior to the number of AIS matched targets, thereby indicating the utility of SAR imagery for detecting dark vessels. In addition to the SAR over-detections associated to dark vessels and confirmed by the three SAR detectors, in the following we quantify the number of over-detections that are not detected jointly by the three SAR detectors. Table 4 gives percentages of AIS-SAR matched targets, AIS under-detections and SAR over-detections with respect to total of all AIS and SAR matched and unmatched targets, for each SAR methodology. The first two columns concerning the matching of the AIS data, confirm our previous conclusion, i.e., that the CFAR (VH) detector outperforms the other two methods, due to its capability to better detect small size vessels. The third column of the table, gives the percentage of SAR over-detections. We notice that the percentage of C un−norm VV−V H -based over-detections is lower with respect to the results obtained with the CFAR for both I VV and I V H . In addition, the total number of AIS-SAR matched and unmatched targets is higher for both I VV and I V H than for C un−norm VV−V H . This results in a significant number of additional over-detections for I VV and I V H that are not detected by C un−norm VV−V H , the latter presenting a reduced number of false alarms, as discussed in Section 3.2, where the visual analysis shows that the coherence is more immune to false alarms than CFAR. 
Conclusions
In this study we exploit the Sentinel-1 dual-polarization characteristic for carrying out an operational, large-scale, automatic, reliable and accurate detection of vessels. The need to develop an operational detection technique for timely processing of large-scale datasets imposes important restrictions on the computational cost, thus giving the preference to lighten processing approaches. The newly developed detection algorithm relies on an adaptive threshold of the correlation between the co-and cross-polarization channels. This threshold is locally tuned by considering the SAR swath acquisition geometry, i.e., the range of incidence angles, in order to make the method applicable to an entire large size SAR image.
The proposed methodology has been applied to different Sentinel-1 datasets and the results have been compared with corresponding AIS positions interpolated from AIS data flows. In addition, SAR detection results derived from the state-of-the-art CFAR algorithm applied to the separate dual polarization intensity channels, have been used in a comparative study. As demonstrated for two case studies focusing on the English Channel and the Pacific Mexican coastline, the high agreement of the results provided by the coherence-based method and the intensities-based detections indicates that SAR data are in general a reliable source of information for detecting vessels. The intersection of SAR detections set is higher than the number of AIS matched targets, thereby indicating the clear complementarity of SAR with respect to cooperative sources for maritime surveillance applications. Moreover, the number of coherence-based detections is lower than the one obtained with CFAR, thereby indicating that the rate of false alarms is reduced with the proposed methodology, as it has been investigated in this study by a visual inspection analysis. A performance assessment of the detection performances depending on the vessel size has also been presented, indicating that the detection rate is high for vessels of a size larger than 60 m, while for smaller sized vessels, in the case of the dual polarization coherence-based proposed method, it decreases from 80% to 40%.
As a perspective for future work, we suggest to add a hierarchical dimension to the proposed dual-polarization based detector, by applying the following sequence of processing steps: (i) to parametrize the algorithm for large-sized vessels first, to detect and remove them from the initial SAR image, (ii) to apply the same procedure for smaller-sized vessels until the minimum size of detectable vessels given the SAR spatial resolution is reached. This will allow to improve the detection of small sized vessels while limiting the rate of false alarms.
As noticed in the examples shown in this study, the signatures of the vessels appear differently in the dual polarization channels. This property is of interest for characterizing a vessel once it has been detected. For instance, in a future study we aim at deriving the vessel's kinematic characteristics from SAR SLC imagery by integrating the dual polarization information as well.
